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Tom Barrise

An American basketball coach who became the 
interim head coach of the New Jersey Nets for two 
games. Barrise replaced Lawrence Frank after the 
Nets began the ����‒�� season with �� consecutive 
losses. There were talks of Barrise finishing out the 
season as Interim Head Coach, but the job went to 
Kiki Vandeweghe. The Nets lost both games in which 
he served as head coach.

·Dynamic, accomplished teaching/coaching 
professional 
·Outstanding record of leadership and achievement 
within Division �  basketball and the NBA 
·National and International exposure 
·Excellent communicator-organizer and 
problem-solving skills 
·Able to work in demanding environments and meet 
deadlines 



INTERNATIONAL BASKETBALL EVENTS 

����-Basketball Without Borders-Turkey 
Instructor at the BWB camp 

����-Basketball Without Borders-Americas team camp 
Puerto Rico 
Instructor at the camp/speaker at the coaches clinic 

����-����-����-NBA/CBA Coaches Clinics and camps ‒ 
In the � trips I was an instructor at camps and a speaker 
a coaches clinics- 
Beijing-Shanghai-Guangdong-Wukesong-Wuhan 

PUBLICATIONS 

NABC Basketball Bulletin Spring ���� ”Triangle 
Defense” 
NABC Basketball Bulletin Winter ���� “Basketball 
Strength and Conditioning 

EDUCATION 
Fairleigh Dickinson University Teaneck NJ-���� 
Bachelor of Arts -Social Studies/ Elementary/Secondary 
education 



NBA EXPERIENCE 

����-����-Detroit Pistons-Pro Personnel Scout- 

My responsibilities were to evaluate NBA players 
for the purpose for potential trades and free 
agency-Our process was we did a video study on 
each team in the league once a month and filed a 
report on players of interest-I did two live scouts 
on each Eastern Conference team and one on the 
Western Conference teams-we did a top �� list at 
each position-in the course of the season we did 
a variety video studies on specific players-The 
first � seasons I reported to Jeff Bower the last 
two seasons Malik Rose 

����-����-Chicago Bulls -Advance Scout 

����-����-New Jersey Nets ‒ Assistant Coach 

����-����-New Jersey Nets-Advance Scout 

����-����-New Jersey Nets-College Scout 

����-����-Cleveland Cavaliers-Advance Scout 


